Oxyneedling®

Oxyneedling® is an innovative technique that combines, in a safe, effective and painless way, two effective procedures: Oxygen Infusion and needling.

Oxyneedling® permits to obtain enhanced results: it stimulates a good synthesis of elastin and collagen and improves the quality of hyaluronic acid.

Oxyneedling® (or oxygenated needling) allows to stimulate the production of growth factors capable of stimulating various cellular mechanisms related to tissue growth including angiogenesis and, at the same time, favoring the recovery of the correct skin functionality.

Which skin conditions and pathologies can be treated with Oxygen Infusion?
- Anti Aging of face, neck and décolleté
- Skin dehydration
- Skin laxity
- P.E. F. S. (cellulite) and Localised Adiposity
- Body Contouring – as complimentary treatment to liposuction –
- Stretch-marks
- Psoriasis
- Alopecia and hair loss
- Mons Pubis and Labia Majora rejuvenation
- Headache (cephalalgia)
- Cervical pain
- Wounds and lesions with torpid clinical course
- Rhagades
- Herpes skin lesions
- Muscle pain
- Muscular lesions
- Hematomas

Is it a safe treatment?
The treatment is perfectly safe for the patient. Suitable for all skin types, it has no contraindications.

It is a painful treatment?
The treatment is totally painless.
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Oxygen Infusion

The amazing strength of gentleness.
Oxygen Infusion

Oxygen Infusion is an unique technique developed by Maya Beauty Engineering. Thanks to it, oxygen molecules effectively reach the deeper layers of the skin. In this way, as demonstrated through national and international clinical trials, Oxygen Infusion is able to stimulate a true angiogenesis (production of new arterioles and meta-arterioles) which results in a good production in terms of quantity and quality of collagen and elastic fibers, and hyaluronic acid. Furthermore, Oxygen Infusion allows effective penetration of the applied active ingredients, a characteristic that identifies it as a real alternative to the use of needles or other invasive treatments.

Tangible and lasting effects.

Signs left by time are visibly lessened. Imperfections such as pigmentation irregularities, stretch-marks, adipose deposits, cellulite, scars and acne marks are visibly reduced.

Young skin becomes radiant and stronger against free radicals and the effects of the passing of time. Mature skin reacts surprisingly well with incredible lifting, dermo-relaxing and anti-aging effects. All effects associated until now with much more invasive processes.

Skin tone is truly revitalised. To consolidate these amazing results, the initial treatments should be regularly repeated. To maintain the achieved effect treat yourself to an occasional session.

The studies performed to date show the effectiveness of Oxygen Infusion from a therapeutic point of view:

- Improved corneous layer with good cytomorphosis maintained
- Improved structural organisation of connective tissue with newly formed collagen and elastic fibres
- Improved hyaluronic acid quality
- Neo-angiogenesis with formation of arterioles and meta-arterioles